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This manual is a collection of hundreds of sales tips and ideas from over 30 years of meetings,
discussions and on the job practice. Included are hundreds of Probing Questions, Answers to
the most common Objections, and Power Phrases to take your sales to the next level! A MUST-
HAVE Life Insurance Sales Handbook to help Life Insurance professionals dynamically increase
their sales!

About the AuthorBill Greenback has sold billions of dollars in life insurance since he began his
career more than 30 years ago.
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Gene Parmesan, “Good for insurance buyers. As a buyer of life insurance, I recommend this to
other buyers of life insurance. It gives you a good idea of the script that an insurance salesman is
going to use and how he/she might try to pressure you into buying. There are some tips in here
that are absolutely scummy. No insurance agent with an ounce of self respect would use them.
Thus it is frightening that the author says that this is a "handbook" of "a portion of the collective
wisdom of successful life insurance agents across the globe."I would like this book more if the
suggestions in any category were labeled and ordered from something like "good honest
advice" to "pure misleading sleaze." Perhaps an even better book for consumers would list
topics that buyers should ask about and then have the insurance agent comebacks, again
labeled based on how honesty/sleazy they are.Insurance companies could also make use of this
book by using it as a test for their agents. Ask them to identify the comebacks that shouldn't be
used by anyone wishing to maintain the moral high ground.As a final thought, if insurance
salespeople need "ammo," it means they view customers as nothing but targets. Thus, keep in
mind, an insurance salesperson probably doesn't have your best interests in mind.”

P. Williford, “Entertaining and Useful.. This info is great to have. I don't appreciate some of the
pressure sales talk but I guess it would be useful to have a swift comeback if a client got sassy!
Ha ha! It's a bit much but, GOD, without it, the book would not be as much fun to read. It is a fun
read. I have shared a couple of quips with colleagues and they were like, "WHAT BOOK IS
THAT FROM?"!”

Shannon Smith, “I loved this. Such great ways to overcome objections... I will read this daily until
I remember them but every question that was asked in this book will have a prospect thinking
about how serious it is to plan for the future”

Fsykes, “Good quips. This is a good handy book whether you have been in business for a while
or just starting up. Some good questions or things to get people to think about insurance. Most
people need it but they hate talking about it. This may help”

Gilbert, “A sales persons best tool are the words. The book triggers the creativity we all have to
communicate what we have to offer. A sales persons best tool are the words. This book will help
you to execute what must be said to inspire a client to take action.”

Anne Strayer, “a quick read. solid advice. some of the rebuttals are awesome and some are
really snarky (hysterical to think sales people actually say that stuff) educational and
entertaining”

The book by Camilo J. Vergara has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 75 people have provided feedback.
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